This study investigated the heritability of auditory processing impairment, as assessed by Tallal's Auditory Repetition Test (ART). The sample consisted of 37 same-sex twin pairs who had previously been selected because one or both twins met criteria for language impairment (LI) and 104 same-sex twin pairs in the same age range (7 to 13 years) from the general population. These samples yielded 55 children who met criteria for LI, who were compared with 76 children whose language was normal for their age (LN group). We replicated earlier work showing that group LI is impaired relative to group LN on ART. However, there was no evidence of a heritable influence on ART scores: Correlations between twins and their co-twins were reasonably high for both MZ and DZ twins, suggesting that performance is more influenced by shared environment than genetic factors. Analyses of extreme scores gave a similar picture of nonsignificant group heritability. In contrast, a test of phonological short-term memory, the Children's Nonword Repetition Test (CNRep), gave high estimates of group heritability. In general, CNRep was a better predictor of low language test scores than ART, but ART did make a significant independent contribution in accounting for variance in a test of grammatical understanding.
I
t is not uncommon to find slow or disordered language development in a child who is otherwise progressing normally. Precise prevalence estimates will depend on the criteria adopted, but there is general agreement that children with unexplained language impairments (LI) place heavy demands on both medical and educational services. For many years, little was known about the etiology of LI, but over the past decade evidence has mounted for an important genetic contribution (Bishop & Edmundson, 1986; Bishop, North, & Donlan, 1995; Lahey & Edwards, 1995; Lewis & Thompson, 1992; Tallal, Ross, & Curtiss, 1989; Tomblin & Buckwalter, 1994) . However, two important, and related, questions still need to be resolved. First, we need to specify the underlying cognitive mechanisms that lead to LI and to understand which aspects of language processing are subject to genetic influence. Second, if we are to use behavioral genetic studies as a basis for molecular genetic research, we need to know how best to specify the phenotype of heritable LI (cf. Pennington, 1997) . This study considers both questions in relation to a well-established theory that maintains that the linguistic difficulties seen in childhood LI are secondary to more fundamental perceptual problems affecting nonlinguistic as well as linguistic stimuli. The aim was to assess whether a phenotype defined in terms of poor performance on a measure of auditory perception would prove to be heritable and to consider how much overlap there would be between such a phenotype and one defined in terms of poor performance on a test of phonological short-term memory.
Evidence for Auditory Perceptual Impairment in LI
There is ample evidence that many children with LI have difficulties in segmenting, discriminating, and identifying speech sounds (see Bishop, 1997a , for a review). A matter of considerable controversy is whether such difficulties have their basis in a more fundamental auditory perceptual deficit that affects processing of all sounds, not just speech. The notion of a perceptual deficit at the root of LI goes back at least as far as Lowe and Campbell (1965) and was popularized by Eisenson (1968 Eisenson ( , 1972 who maintained, "The use of the term developmental aphasia, or one of its synonyms, implies that the child's perceptual abilities for auditory (speech) events underlies his impairment for the acquisition of auditory symbols. His expressive disturbances are a manifestation of his intake or decoding impairment" (1972, p. 69) . Eisenson (1968) proposed that children with LI had difficulty in identification and discrimination of auditory stimuli, including speech sounds. Systematic studies of the perceptual abilities of children with LI were subsequently carried out by Tallal and her collaborators (Tallal, 1976; Tallal & Piercy, 1973a , 1973b , 1974 , 1975 Tallal, Stark, & Curtiss, 1976) . Tallal concluded that the temporal characteristics of auditory stimuli are critical for children with LI. When stimuli are either brief or rapid, children with LI have difficulty in discriminating them, although they have no difficulty in differentiating the same stimuli when they are lengthened or presented at a slower rate. According to the current version of the theory, the impairment is not seen as specific to the auditory modality. Similar difficulties in coping with brief or rapid events can be seen in other sensory modalities. However, this multimodal rapid processing deficit is thought to have an especially severe impact on language development, which is crucially dependent on the ability to distinguish and identify brief and rapid auditory events.
There is considerable debate about the significance of the rapid processing deficits reported by Tallal and colleagues. From the outset, Tallal has argued that difficulty in processing rapid stimuli is bound to have a detrimental effect on speech perception, because many of the critical cues that distinguish phonemes occur in a very brief span of time. More recently, similar arguments have been made by Wright et al. (1997) , who demonstrated enhanced auditory backward masking in children with LI. However, this view has not gone unchallenged. Others have argued that children's difficulties in speech perception are unrelated to more basic auditory perceptual problems, which are seen as associated symptoms that are milder and less consistent in occurrence. According to this view, the fundamental impairment in LI is regarded as linguistic. Although Tallal and colleagues have conducted several studies showing that, for children with LI, the temporal characteristics of speech stimuli affect discrimination (Tallal & Piercy, 1974 , 1975 Tallal & Stark, 1981; Tallal, Stark, Kallman, & Mellits, 1980) , surprisingly few studies have directly compared speech discrimination and nonverbal auditory processing in the same children. One study that did so, by Mody, Studdert-Kennedy, and Brady (1997) , looked at children with relatively mild reading difficulties, rather than LI, and did not include tone tests similar to those used by Tallal. There is, however, evidence from a study by Tallal (1980) that nonverbal auditory temporal processing relates to phonological processing in written language, as assessed by the correlation with nonword reading in a sample of children with reading disability.
The picture is complicated by the fact that problems in processing auditory stimuli can change with age. Bernstein and Stark (1985) retested a group originally seen by Tallal, Stark, Kallman, and Mellits (1981) 4 years previously and found there was a substantial improvement in children's performance. When first tested, at around 6 years of age, 19 of the 29 children with LI had failed to discriminate reliably between two synthetic speech sounds, whereas on retest 24 of them reached criterion; and there was no overall difference between the LI group and controls. When presented with sequences of stimuli at a fixed interstimulus interval (ISI), performance of children with LI was variable. Most of them did very well, but a few made many errors. All those who did pass this subtest were able to reach criterion on a rate processing subtest that included trials with brief ISIs. Furthermore, most children with LI could repeat sequences of four or five items on a serial memory subtest. This good performance with auditory stimuli was obtained even though, on retest, 23 of the children still met psychometric criteria for LI.
Further evidence for amelioration of a rapid processing deficit with age comes from Lincoln, Dickstein, Courchesne, Elmasian, and Tallal (1992) , who compared three groups of adolescents and young adults: One group had autistic disorder, one had receptive developmental language disorders, and the third was a normal control group. The groups were matched on age, and the two clinical samples were comparable in terms of verbal IQ. The test methods were similar to those used by Tallal and colleagues, but they included sequences of up to seven tones at both rapid and slower presentation rates. When the task involved only two stimuli at rapid rates of presentation all groups performed near ceiling levels (similar to the Bernstein and Stark study). The deficits of language-impaired individuals were apparent with trains of six or seven tones. However, in contrast to earlier work, rapid presentation rate did not pose particular problems for individuals with LI; they were impaired relative to the other groups on long sequences whether fast or slow.
Defining a Heritable Phenotype for LI
Progress in molecular genetics depends critically on an adequate conceptualization of the disorder in question; if we group together children with diverse disorders, biological studies are unlikely to obtain coherent results. The more we understand the cognitive and linguistic bases of impairment, the easier it should be to devise tests that pinpoint homogenous subgroups of children with a common underlying deficit, to give a clearer picture of the relationships between genes, brain, and behavior. There is increasing recognition that criteria used to define disorders for clinical purposes may be inappropriate for classifying cases in studies of etiology. In LI, and in the related field of reading disability, it is important to define the phenotype so as to identify "compensated" cases, as well as those who currently meet psychometric criteria using standard tests. Bishop, North, and Donlan (1996) found that poor performance on a test of nonword repetition was both highly heritable and sensitive to residual language difficulties that were no longer evident on clinical language tests and thus appeared to be a good behavioral marker of a heritable phenotype. Questions remain about precisely what is measured by this task. Gathercole and Baddeley (1990) regarded it as an index of phonological short-term memory, but Bishop (1997a) noted that difficulties could reflect poor phonological segmentation skills-leading to stimuli being encoded in terms of syllables rather than smaller segments. This is exactly the kind of phonological deficit that Merzenich et al. (1996) have argued might be caused by poor temporal processing in the auditory system. Thus, on this view, impairments in processing rapid nonverbal auditory stimuli, and problems in nonword repetition, could be different manifestations of the same underlying heritable deficit.
To our knowledge, genetic studies have not been carried out with the auditory processing tasks used by Tallal and colleagues. However, Tallal, Townsend, Curtiss, and Wulfeck (1991) showed that auditory processing problems were more evident in children with LI who had a family history of language impairment than in those without such a history. Even more striking were findings by Benasich and Tallal (1996) , who used a conditioned head-turning paradigm to estimate auditory temporal thresholds in 7-month-olds and demonstrated significantly raised thresholds in infants who were at high familial risk for LI. This raises the question of whether Tallal's task and nonword repetition might be different ways of indexing a common underlying heritable disorder that affects both auditory and phonological processing.
The current study had three aims. First, to replicate previous work by Tallal and colleagues demonstrating impaired processing of nonverbal auditory stimuli in children with LI. Second, to estimate the heritability of such a deficit. Third, to compare how far a phenotype of LI defined in terms of poor nonverbal auditory processing overlaps with one defined in terms of impaired phonological short-term memory as indexed by a test of nonword repetition.
Method Participants
Two samples of twins were recruited. Sample A was a subset of the twins originally recruited by Bishop et al. (1995) for a study of the genetics of LI. These twin pairs had been recruited in the period 1989 to 1991 by advertising in local newspapers across the United Kingdom, asking for parents to contact the researchers if they had same-sex twins aged 7 years or above, where one or both twins had a speech or language impairment and/ or past contact with a speech-language pathologist. Those who contacted the researchers were screened by postal questionnaire or telephone interview, and twins were excluded from the study if there was evidence of mental handicap, structural abnormality of the articulators, serious visual impairment, or a medical syndrome (e.g., myotonic dystrophy, tuberous sclerosis). However, mental handicap in a co-twin was not sufficient to exclude the pair from the study if the other twin had evidence of LI. Time constraints did not permit us to obtain an audiogram on the day of testing, but all British children do undergo regular hearing screening by health visitors and family and school doctors, which would detect cases of sensorineural hearing loss. Children with a permanent hearing loss were excluded from study, but a history of otitis media, which is common in young children, was noted but was not a reason for exclusion. Cases of very mild or transient problems (e.g., lisping) were excluded, because our focus was on LI that would be severe and persistent enough to interfere with everyday functioning. We also excluded families where English was not the first language spoken at home. For this study, we contacted all families with twins aged 13 years or under in 1995, where zygosity was unambiguous and where one or both twins had met our original criteria for specific LI. These criteria were (a) nonverbal IQ on Raven's Matrices of 80 or above, (b) scaled score of 80 or less on at least one of four language tests (see below for details), (c) discrepancy of 20 points or more between poorest language score and nonverbal IQ. Out of 40 families of twins who were approached, 37 agreed to take part.
Sample B was recruited as a representative sample of twins from the general population. With the permission of the local education authorities, all schools in Hertfordshire and Cambridgeshire with pupils in the age range 7 to 13 years were contacted and asked, on obtaining parental permission, to let us know of any same-sex twin pairs at their school. We identified 130 families this way, and 106 of these (82%) agreed to participate in the study by completing a parental questionnaire and taking part in an individual psychological assessment of each twin. Two pairs were excluded because the family was bilingual, giving a final sample size of 104 twin pairs.
Zygosity was determined using a standard questionnaire (Nichols & Bilbro, 1966) , which relies on similarities in physical characteristics. For Sample A, genetic fingerprinting (Jeffreys, Wilson, Thein, Weatherall, & Ponder, 1986 ) was used wherever the questionnaire was inconclusive and where permission was obtained to take blood samples from the twins. For Sample B, genetic fingerprinting from cheek scrapings was used for 10 twin pairs where the questionnaire was uncertain.
Assessment Battery
The individual assessment of each child lasted between 75 and 90 minutes and was carried out at home or in a quiet room at school. The battery of tests included some experimental measures that will not be reported here, as well as seven standardized tests, five of which had been used by Bishop et al. (1995) to classify children in terms of speech-language status. All children received the tests in the same standard order, with verbal and nonverbal tasks interspersed to provide variety and interest.
Standardized Language Measures
The Test for Reception of Grammar (TROG; Bishop, 1989) was one of the measures of receptive language. TROG is a multiple-choice test in which the task is to select a picture to match a sentence spoken by the tester. All items use a simple vocabulary, with grammatical complexity increasing as the test proceeds. Wechsler Comprehension from the third revision of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-III; Wechsler, 1992) was used to test another aspect of understanding: the ability to reply appropriately to questions such as "What should you do if you see thick smoke coming from the window of your neighbor's house?" This test involves reasoning rather than just literal understanding of what has been said and requires the child to formulate a response in the absence of a concrete, pictorial context. WISC Comprehension is not widely used to assess receptive language skills in language-impaired children but was included here because previous studies have found it to be sensitive to LI in preteen and teenage children, whereas tests such as TROG can give ceiling effects at this age (e.g., Stothard, Snowling, Bishop, Chipchase, & Kaplan, 1998) . The Repeating Sentences subtest of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF-R; Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 1980 ) was used to assess expressive language. The testee repeats sentences of increasing grammatical complexity. A Word-Finding test was devised to provide a measure of expressive vocabulary. The task is to name pictured items of increasing difficulty. As with Repeating Sentences, accuracy of articulation is not considered when scoring the test; any recognizable attempt at the correct word is credited. A composite scale suitable for both adults and children was created from two existing tests: the Word Finding Vocabulary Scale (Renfrew, 1980) and the Graded Naming Test (GNT; McKenna & Warrington, 1983) . Further details of this test are given by Bishop et al. (1995) .
Standardized Measures of Nonverbal Ability
Raven's Coloured Matrices (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1986) was used for children aged under 11;6, and Raven's Progressive Matrices (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1986) for those over 11;6. The 1982 standardization was used to derive norms. The Block Design and Picture Completion subtests of the WISC-III were administered to all children.
Scores on Raven's Matrices and the four language tests were converted to age-scaled scores with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, with a range of possible scores from 55 to 145. Scores on Block Design and Picture Completion were combined and prorated to give a short form estimate of Wechsler Performance IQ (PIQ).
Children's Nonword Repetition Test (CNRep)
This test was developed by Gathercole, Willis, Baddeley, and Emslie (1994) as a measure of phonological short-term memory. The child is required to repeat 40 nonwords ranging from two to five syllables in length, and each repetition is simply scored as correct or inaccurate. Scoring is done online, but the child's response is tape-recorded so that scoring can be checked in cases of doubt. The test was administered in the same fashion as in the study by Bishop et al. (1996) , that is, with live voice and mouth shielded to prevent lipreading. Data were missing from one twin pair because of tape-recorder failure.
Tallal's Auditory Repetition Test (ART)
This test is usually referred to in the literature just as the Repetition Test, but will be referred to as ART in this paper, to avoid any confusion with CNRep. The version of ART that was used in this study was one designed for use in family studies of SLI with participants covering a wide age range and was similar to that used by Lincoln et al. (1992) . The stimuli consisted of two 75-ms duration complex tones, stimulus 1 with a fundamental frequency of 100 Hz and stimulus 2 with fundamental frequency of 300 Hz. These stimuli were presented at well above threshold levels, because the aim was not to test auditory detection threshold, but to test ability to identify tone sequences at different rates of presentation. ART consists of a hierarchical series of operant subtests that assess detection, association/ discrimination, sequencing, and serial memory. Sequencing and serial memory are assessed at rapid and slow presentation rates. The apparatus consisted of a tape recorder and a brightly colored response box with two vertically arranged push buttons.
In the detection phase, the child was initially presented with stimulus 1 and trained to press the bottom key on the response panel every time this stimulus was presented. Training continued until 5 consecutive correct responses had been obtained. Stimulus 2 was then presented, and the child was trained to press the top key of the response panel in a similar fashion.
In the association/discrimination phase, stimuli 1 and 2 were presented one at a time, in random order. The child was trained to press the bottom key each time stimulus 1 was presented and the top key each time stimulus 2 was presented. The experimenter did not name the two stimuli. Stimuli 1 and 2 continued to be presented, with immediate correction of errors, until a criterion of 10 out of 12 correct responses in a series of 16 consecutive stimuli was reached. The aim was to ensure that the child could discriminate between stimulus 1 and 2 and had established the correct association to each stimulus before proceeding to the more complex tasks. Testing was discontinued if the child failed to reach criterion after 24 trials.
The 2-item sequencing phase was presented next. The child was trained to respond to stimuli 1 and 2 presented sequentially at a slow presentation rate (i.e., with a 500-ms interstimulus-interval, ISI). The four possible stimulus patterns (1-1, 1-2, 2-1, 2-2) were presented in random order. The child was required to wait until both stimuli had been presented and then press the correct response keys in the corresponding order. Four demonstration trials, one of each sequence, were first given by the examiner; then the examiner gave 12 test trials. Children's errors were corrected, and, if necessary, test trials were repeated until the child had responded correctly on 8 consecutive trials. Testing was discontinued for children who did not reach this criterion in 24 trials. The total number of test trials needed to reach criterion was noted, but the score was the number of trials correct in the first 12 presentations. At this point in the procedure, the experimenter ceased to give any feedback about accuracy of responses.
A 2-item subtest at fast presentation rate was administered next, using the same procedure. The child was told: "Now it is going to change a little bit. Just carry on and press the buttons as before." A series of 12 two-element pairs was presented, with ISI randomly varied between 10 or 70 ms.
For the remaining subtests, the same two-tone stimuli were used, and the procedure was identical to 2-item subtests, except that the number of elements in the stimulus pattern gradually increased from 3 to 7 elements. First, the child was given a sequence consisting of 3 elements (e.g., 1-1-2) at a slow rate (ISI of 500 ms). The experimenter demonstrated the correct response sequence, and the child was then given 10 patterns of this length. The same procedure was then repeated, but with a fast rate of presentation (with ISIs of 10 or 70 ms). The test continued with the number of elements increased to 4; first for the slow presentation rate, then for the fast. Every time the number of elements increased or the presentation rate changed, the experimenter gave one demonstration trial and then five test trials. Testing at a given presentation rate was discontinued if the child failed more than 40% of trials at a given sequence length; otherwise, the test advanced to the next sequence length. At each sequence length, a block of trials at slow presentation rate preceded those at the fast presentation rate.
The total number of trials correct, summing over sequence lengths from 2 to 7 items, was computed separately for slow and fast stimulus sequences. More complex alternative scoring methods that took effects of chance into account were considered, but these gave equivalent results to this simpler method.
Parental Questionnaire
A parent of the twins (usually the mother) was asked to complete a questionnaire that included items concerning the birth, early development, social background, and medical history of the twins. This included questions about whether the parents had ever been concerned about the hearing or speech/language development of either twin, and, if so, whether either twin had had contact with a speech-language therapist. If the child had ever failed a routine hearing screen and/or had contact with otolaryngology services, further details were sought, and children were excluded from the study if there was evidence of permanent hearing loss.
In a few cases, parents with poor literacy skills needed help in completing the questionnaire; this was given by a member of the research team in person or over the telephone.
Data Coding

Classification of Children's Language Status
Although many of the analyses reported below used data from the whole sample of twins, the initial analyses, designed to check how well ART demonstrated a deficit in language-impaired children, focused just on those children who were unambiguously language-impaired (LI) or language-normal (LN). LI was defined to exclude children with purely expressive impairments, because Tallal's theory predicts difficulties in processing receptive language. Our definition of LI required that the child had nonverbal ability in the normal range, but, in contrast to the criteria used by Bishop et al. (1995) , a 20-point discrepancy between verbal and nonverbal ability was not required. This was because previous work indicated that discrepancy criteria were over-exclusive (Bishop, 1994) .
When identifying disorder in an unselected sample, such as sample B, another consideration is whether to define LI purely in terms of psychometric criteria or whether to take into account whether the child has attracted clinical concern (Bishop, 1997a) . Parents and professionals may contribute important information, but they may overlook more subtle problems. We relied solely on psychometric criteria for diagnosing LI, and this meant that some children from sample B were included in the LI group even though they had not been referred for assessment or intervention.
Children (from either sample A or sample B) were classified as LI if they had nonverbal ability above 10th centile (scaled score of 80) on Matrices and short form PIQ and scored at or below 10th centile (scaled score of 80) on two or more language measures, including at least one receptive language test (TROG or Comprehension).
In sample A, children were classified as LI if they met the above criterion either at the original assessment (1989) (1990) (1991) or on the basis of the follow-up assessment conducted for this study. Many children did change category from the first to the second assessment, and so the LI sample included some children whose nonverbal IQ had been 80 or above on the first assessment, but subsequently declined, and others who met criteria for LI at the first assessment, but whose language subsequently improved. Fifty-five children (38 from sample A and 17 from sample B) met criterion for LI in this study. For 10 of these children (all from sample B), there had been no indication of parental concern about language development and no history of speech therapy. Boys constituted 70.9% of the LI group.
Children were classified as language normal (LN) if they had Matrices and short-form PIQ scores between 80 and 120, all language test scores over 80, and no history of speech therapy, parental concern about language development, or remedial reading.
An upper IQ limit was imposed on the LN group to reduce IQ differences between the LI and LN groups. Seventy-six children (4 co-twins of affected children from sample A and 72 children from sample B) met this criterion. Boys constituted 42.1% of the LN group.
There were many children who did not meet criteria for either LI or LN, and the reasons for exclusion are shown in Table 1 . In 12 cases, the child had evidence of expressive language impairment, but did not do poorly enough on the receptive language tests to merit inclusion as LI. There were 32 children with nonverbal ability below the 10th centile on either Matrices or shortform PIQ, and 35 children (nearly all from sample B) with either Matrices or PIQ above the 90th centile. In 40 cases (14 from sample A and 26 from sample B) the child had a history of speech-language-related intervention. Most commonly, the child had had an early period of speech therapy for minor articulation problems, although a few children had had intervention for dysfluency or for reading difficulties. Just over half of these children showed no indication of any impairment on the language test battery, but it was decided nevertheless to regard a history of such intervention as grounds for exclusion from sample LN, as it is possible that residual underlying problems might persist despite resolution of the obvious language difficulties. Similarly, any report of a history of parental concern about language or reading was regarded as grounds for excluding the child from group LN. Finally, those children who had an isolated score below 10th centile on a single language test were also excluded from group LN.
Results
For many twin pairs, both members of the pair were included in group LI or group LN. Inclusion of both members of a twin pair invalidates the assumption of statistical tests that sampling from a population is random. For all analyses in which groups LI and LN were contrasted, the analysis was repeated using only one twin from each pair, with selection at random, giving 37 cases of LI and 54 of LN. This had a minimal effect on either means or statistical significance, and so these analyses on a reduced sample size will not be mentioned further.
Standardized Tests
Mean scores on standardized tests for groups LI and LN are shown in Table 2 . Given the selection criteria, one would expect substantial and significant differences between groups on the four language tests used to define LI. There were also significant differences in age and nonverbal ability, which had not been expected. In subsequent analyses, these differences are taken into account by adjusting scores for age and nonverbal ability, as well as for sex, when comparing groups.
CNRep
The mean totals correct (out of 40) were 26.9 (SD = 5.71) for group LI and 33.5 (SD = 4.28) for group LN. Analysis of covariance was used to compare groups after adjusting scores for age, Matrices IQ, and sex. The adjusted means were 26.73 (SD = 4.91) for group LI and 33.55 (SD = 4.80) for group LN. This is a significant difference [F(1, 122) = 54.96, p < .001] of large effect size (d = 1.4). This is in line with previous research, which has found CNRep to be a sensitive index of LI (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990) . 
Comparison of Groups LI and LN on ART
Considering first the whole sample, no child had any difficulty with the detection phase of ART. There were 5 children who did not reach criterion on the association phase; 3 were in the LI group, 1 was a LN co-twin of a child with language difficulties, and 1 had been excluded from both the LI and the LN group on the grounds of low nonverbal ability. A further 20 children needed some coaching on the association phase before they reached criterion. Twelve of these were in the LI group, 2 were LN co-twins of affected children, 5 were excluded from the LI and LN groups because they had evidence of language problems not severe enough to be included as LI, and 1 was excluded because of low nonverbal ability. No children from twin pairs where both were LN had any difficulty with the association phase of the test.
Total scores for fast and slow sequences were compared for groups LI and LN using analysis of covariance with group as the between-subjects factor and rate of presentation as the repeated measure, with age, sex, and Matrices IQ as covariates. Before proceeding with the ANCOVA, the validity of this method was checked by running the analysis including the interaction term for each covariate × group, to ensure this gave a nonsignificant effect. Mean scores for the two groups are shown in Table 3 . There was a significant effect of group [F(1, 122) = 8.41, p = .004, with effect size d = 0.55] and a significant effect of rate [F(1, 122) = 731.7, p < .0001, with effect size d = 1.49]. The interaction between group and rate fell short of statistical significance, F(1, 122) = 2.86, p = .093. There was no hint of disproportionate difficulty for fast sequences in children with LI; the (nonsignificant) trend was for the larger difference between groups to occur with slow sequences. The total scores for fast and slow sequences were strongly intercorrelated. The partial correlation between fast and slow sequences, after adjusting for age, Matrices IQ, and sex, was r(49) = .768 for the LI group and r(70) = .707 for the LN group.
The analysis of covariance was recomputed, excluding children who had met criteria for LI on initial assessment but no longer did so at the second assessment. The results were essentially the same.
As noted above, our definition of LI included any child with significant language difficulties who had a nonverbal IQ in the normal range, but it did not require that there be a substantial discrepancy between language and nonverbal ability. To check whether a different pattern would be seen in children with a large discrepancy between verbal and nonverbal test scores, the LI sample was subdivided into those who met a more stringent definition for specific LI and the remainder. For this purpose, a child was included as a case of specific LI if the average score on the two receptive language tests fell below 80 and if there was at least a 15-point discrepancy between this receptive language and matrices IQ. Fourteen of the children from the LI group met these criteria. Their mean score Matrices IQ was 98.0 (SD = 7.82). On the ART, they obtained a mean score of 9.07 (SD = 6.67) with fast sequences and 21.57 (SD = 8.18) with slow sequences. These means were closely comparable to those of the other LI children and were significantly lower than that of the LN group (see Table 3 ). Thus whether or not LI was defined in terms of verbal/ nonverbal discrepancy made no difference to the overall pattern of findings.
Genetic Analyses
Standardization of Scores on ART
In order to derive estimates of heritability, we needed to convert performance on ART to a single score, adjusted for age and IQ. All children in the unselected twin sample (sample B) were used as a normative sample when computing z scores. The advantage of using an unselected sample rather than restricting consideration to "language normal" children is that it means that derived z scores can be interpreted directly in terms of statistical abnormality in relation to the population under consideration. As can be seen from Table 1 , sample B did include 17 children who met criteria for LI, plus a further 3 who had a purely expressive language impairment, (i.e., the prevalence rate for current LI was around 10%). In addition, some twins who did not meet criteria for LI had a history of early speech-language difficulties that had resolved. However, the overall rate of speech therapy in sample B was not dissimilar from the rate of 18% recorded in an epidemiological survey of children in Cambridgeshire (Bolton, personal communication). Further, on standardized tests, sample B means were close to test norms; for matrices IQ, M = 99.12 (SD = 13.39) ; for short-form PIQ, M = 101.9 (SD = 16.97); for TROG, M = 105.2 (SD = 14.06); for Wechsler Comprehension, M = 97.0 (SD = 16.54); for CELF-R Repeating Sentences, M = 94.9 (SD = 13.65); for Word Finding, M = 100.2 (SD = 16.97). Mean age for children in sample B was 9;8 years.
As we had not found any interaction between presentation rate and group in the previous analysis, we summed together ART scores from both fast and slow sequences. The resulting total scores gave a reasonable approximation to a normal distribution. Gender had no significant effect on ART totals, and so was not considered further, but there were significant correlations with both age (r = .375) and Matrices IQ (r = .300). The regression equation for predicting ART score in sample B was Y′ = -57.288 + .524 ⋅ IQ + 4.773 ⋅ age, with RMS residual of 12.709. This was used to derive ART z scores for both samples A and B by subtracting the obtained from predicted score and dividing by RMS residual.
Heritability Analyses: Unselected Sample
We can distinguish between heritability of traits in the normal range and heritability of deficit. Estimates of the two forms of heritability are expected to be similar if the factors leading to language impairment are identical to those that determine language skills in the normal range. However, if there are specific factors that do not operate in the normal population but which act to bring about language disorder (e.g., brain insult or a specific genetic defect), then we might find different heritability for impairment (group heritability, or h 2 g
) than for scores in the normal range (i.e., common heritability or h 2 ).
A simple approach to estimating common heritability is to double the difference in correlations between twins and their co-twins for MZ and DZ twins (Falconer, 1981) . These computations were carried out using all twin pairs for whom zygosity was known in sample B. For ART z scores the intraclass correlation was .493 for 49 DZ twin pairs and .603 for 51 MZ pairs. Although each correlation is statistically significant (p < .01) and indicates similarities between twins in a pair, the difference between DZ and MZ pairs is small and not statistically significant on a one-tailed test (z = 0.77, using the method of testing for the significance of differences between correlation coefficients specified by Guilford and Fruchter, 1973) . Thus, there is no evidence for a genetic contribution to ART z scores when the whole range of variation is considered, but the similarities between co-twins indicate a common environmental influence on this measure. DeFries and Fulker (1988) have pointed out that if one selects probands on the basis of extreme scores on a variable, then a simple t test comparing means of the scores of their co-twins provides an indication of whether the deficit is heritable, because only if genetic influences are operating should scores of DZ co-twins regress further to the population mean than scores of MZ co-twins. For this analysis, samples A and B were combined, and all children with ART residualized z scores less than -1 were selected as probands. These were 27 DZ probands (from 21 twin pairs) and 36 MZ probands (from 27 twin pairs); thus, this method adopts a "double entry" procedure whereby both twins from a twin pair may be regarded as probands if their scores are below the cutoff. The mean ART z scores for probands and their co-twins are shown in Table 4 . The z scores of MZ versus DZ cotwins did not differ significantly, t(61) = 0.40, p = .688.
Group Heritability Analyses: Heritability of Deficit
DeFries and Fulker also describe a regression method which enables more precise estimates of group heritability by estimating how far the genetic relationship between twins contributes to the prediction of a cotwin's score from a proband's score, after correcting for any differences in severity of deficit in MZ and DZ twins. The estimate of h 2 g in this sample was .109, with SE corrected for double entry = .324. This is not significantly different from zero.
, where N D is number of probands, N S is number of twin pairs, and K is number of coefficients in regression equation.
Heritability of Impairment in CNRep
The low heritability of ART z scores was unexpected, given that (a) ART does discriminate LI from LN, and (b) other studies have observed a significant genetic influence on LI. This raises the question of whether the current sample might be atypical in some way and might show low heritability for any index of LI. To test this possibility, we computed indices of heritability for the test of nonword repetition (CNRep), which had been shown previously to give high estimates of heritability in a sample that overlapped partially with the children from sample A (Bishop et al., 1996) . In a preliminary analysis, intraclass correlations were computed to assess heritability in the normal range, using sample B only, with CNRep scores adjusted for age and Matrices IQ. These will be referred to as residualized CNRep z scores. Sex was not predictive of CNRep. The correlation was .641 for 50 MZ twin pairs compared with .285 for 49 DZ pairs, a difference that reaches statistical significance (z = 2.25, p < .05) and gives an estimate of common heritability of .71. To look at heritability of extreme scores (group heritability), probands from both samples A and B were selected on the basis of a CNRep residualized z score of -1 or less. Mean scores for probands and their co-twins are shown in Table 4 . It is apparent that the scores for DZ co-twins (N = 24, probands from 22 twin pairs) regress to the population mean more than twice as much as those for MZ co-twins (N = 36, probands from 25 twin pairs), and this gives a highly significant group heritability estimate (h 2 g
) of 1.17 (SE corrected for double entry = .319). Logically, heritability estimates cannot exceed 1; values greater than 1 may reflect error of measurement or can indicate nonadditive genetic influence, as in the case where there is epistatic interactions between genes.
Relationship Between Impairments on CNRep vs. ART
For the total sample, CNRep had a partial correlation of .352 with the ART raw score, after adjusting for age, Matrices IQ, and sex. This is statistically significant at the .01 level, with CNRep accounting for around 10% of variance in ART. One can test whether the correlation reflects the influence of shared genetic factors by selecting probands on the basis of low CNRep scores and comparing the ART scores of co-twins in relation to zygosity. For co-twins of low-CNRep probands, the mean ART z score was -0.29 for 24 DZ probands and -0.44 for 36 MZ probands. This difference falls well short of statistical significance, t(58) = 0.84, p = .404. There is thus no indication of a common genetic origin for deficits in CNRep and ART, although it must be noted that the power to detect a shared genetic origin is not high when there is only a modest intercorrelation between the measures.
Patterns of Impairment for Children Doing Poorly on CNRep vs. ART
CNRep and ART differentiate LI from LN children, and both give significant correlations between twins and their co-twins. Yet deficit on CNRep is highly heritable, whereas deficit on ART appears largely influenced by shared environmental factors. This raises the question of whether these two tests might be indexing different subtypes of language impairment. Apart from requiring that the child had poor scores on two language tests, at least one of which was receptive, we made no attempt to select a homogeneous group of children, and there was a fair amount of variation in the test score profiles of LI children in this study. Those who attribute comprehension problems to weak auditory processing have suggested that poor discrimination could specifically impair learning of grammar (see Bishop, 1997a; Leonard, 1997 for reviews) . One might therefore expect a close link between ART and TROG. Predictions about WISC Comprehension are less clearcut. Although this test was selected because it was known to be sensitive to LI in older children, it is a less pure test than TROG. A child might obtain a low Comprehension score because of poor understanding of the complex language used in the test questions, difficulty in using language to reason and make inferences, lack of general knowledge, or problems in formulating an appropriate response. We might therefore expect a stronger link between auditory processing deficits and TROG than between auditory processing deficits and WISC Comprehension. One can also justify differential predictions regarding the expressive tests in relation to ART; the Repeating Sentences subtest is not a pure expressive test, because good performance depends on the child's understanding and remembering the test sentences. In addition, a child with weak grammatical skills can be expected to do poorly at repeating the complex grammatical sentences that are included in this subtest. Thus, the demands that the test places on input processing and on grammatical analysis lead one to predict that it might be closely linked to ART. This is not the case for the Word Finding test, which does not require either input processing or grammatical analysis.
To explore whether CNRep and ART deficits might differ in the nature of the associated language impairment, we took the two receptive and two expressive language tests in turn and considered how well ART and CNRep predicted performance, after allowing for effects of age, Matrices IQ, and sex, in a hierarchical multiple regression. The results offer only partial support to our predictions (see Table 5 ). For every language test, CNRep was a better predictor than ART. Indeed, for three of the four tests, ART did not account for significant additional variance once the effect of CNRep had been allowed for. However, the one test where ART did make a significant independent contribution to the regression was TROG, which was one of the two tests where a specific relationship with ART had been postulated.
Discussion
This study replicated earlier work on ART, in showing that children with LI are impaired relative to normally developing control children in recall of tone sequences. However, the ART z score did not show significant common heritability. There were significant twin-co-twin correlations on this measure, indicating common factors affecting both twins. However, the lack of difference in size of correlation for MZ and DZ twins supported an interpretation in terms of shared environment rather than genes. Analyses of group heritability of extreme scores gave a similar picture, with no evidence of a genetic contribution.
We need to consider whether the lack of significant heritability could be due to low power resulting from the small sample size, which might make a genetic effect hard to detect. For the analysis that considers the whole sample, this seems unlikely, but the analysis of extreme scores involved a small subset of children. Parallel analyses carried out using another measure, the CNRep, gave high estimates of both common and group heritability. It seems, therefore, that there are genetic influences operating in this sample that are indexed by CNRep but not by ART.
Another point that needs to be considered is how far these results on twins can be generalized to singleborn children. Twinning is known to be a risk factor for early language delay (Hay, Prior, Collett, & Williams, 1987; Mittler, 1969) , but it has been argued that this is a transient effect that is not implicated in causing longterm difficulties that persist into school age. We cannot establish whether twinning affects ART scores, because there are no normative data on single-born children in this age range; on formal assessment, the language scores of children in sample B were close to population norms. Overall, then, the unselected sample of twins does not appear to differ markedly from single-born children in terms of current language status.
We did not find the expected close relation between ART and CNRep scores that is predicted by a theory that regards phonological deficits as secondary consequences of an auditory processing impairment. These results therefore pose a challenge for those who maintain that nonverbal and speech processing deficits have a common origin. There are, however, three important points to bear in mind when interpreting our findings. First, the version of ART that was used in this study proved to be poorly suited for identifying rate-processing limitations. Because of the need to have a measure that remained sensitive to deficit over a wide age range, we used a version of ART that included tone sequences of up to 7 items in length. It is unfortunate that we were unable to obtain evidence of a rate-specific problem in children with LI using this test. All children, whether LI or LN, found rapid tone sequences substantially more difficult than slow tone sequences, but there was no interaction between group and presentation rate. Thus, rather than providing an index of specific rate-processing problems, ART gave us an overall measure that reflected how well the child could discriminate and remember nonverbal auditory sequences. In future work, it would be of interest to focus more specifically on temporal aspects of auditory processing (e.g., auditory backward masking as described by Wright et al., 1997) . Even using such a psychophysical procedure, there may be interpretative problems, because performance can be influenced by learning and attentional strategies (Wright, Johnston, & Reid, 1996) . However, one can at least identify those children whose performance shows unusual variation in relation to temporal characteristics of the stimuli. If a child shows average performance under one condition but poor performance in another, it is harder to explain away the deficit in terms of some general problem with task demands or concentration.
Second, it is important to note that the strongest evidence for rate-specific auditory processing deficits in children with LI is found with children who are younger than those seen in this study. Bernstein and Stark (1985) found that many language-impaired children who had been severely impaired in processing rapid tone sequences at 6 years were well able to do the same task 4 years later. As Bishop (1997b) noted, if we had only the data from the second test session of Bernstein and Stark's study, then following conventional "dissociation" logic, we might conclude that the language deficit in these children was not caused by any auditory difficulty. Yet we know from the earlier study of the same children, that 4 years previously they had marked impairments of auditory processing. Further, in a recent paper on normally developing young children, Trehub and Henderson (1996) showed that an auditory temporal resolution task carried out in infancy was a good predictor of subsequent language level at 23 months of age. Although the authors note the need for caution in generalizing this finding to language-impaired children, their data emphasize that we should not be too hasty in dismissing an influence of auditory perception early in life on later language learning. It is possible that a slowmaturing auditory perceptual system might leave a lasting legacy of language impairment, even after auditory discrimination has improved. It would be of considerable interest to replicate our twin study with children some 5 or 6 years younger and to follow children longitudinally to document the relationship between auditory processing and nonword repetition.
The third point is that CNRep cannot be regarded as a pure test of phonological perception. Poor performance could reflect difficulties in phonological segmentation, rapid decay in short-term memory, or problems in formulating an articulatory program. In addition, there could be top-down influences, whereby weak vocabulary knowledge or poor ability to use prosodic information leads children to encode incoming material in a suboptimal fashion. A question of considerable interest for future research is whether simpler tests of phonological processing that require no articulatory output share more variance with CNRep or with ART. Will we find that tests with phonological content tend to be strongly related, regardless of task demands, or, alternatively, will simple discrimination tasks give similar results, regardless of whether nonverbal or verbal stimuli are used? A recent brain imaging study would lead one to predict the latter result, because when comparable tasks were used, both verbal and nonverbal auditory stimuli activated the same brain areas, so long as rapid temporal processing was implicated (Fiez, Raichle, Miezin, Petersen, Tallal, & Katz 1996) . These results offer a challenge for theories that regard phonological and nonverbal auditory processing deficits as different manifestations of the same underlying problem, but they do not provide the last word in the debate. They do, however, place the burden of proof on those who favor such theories to demonstrate that a causal link can be found when we use different measures and test children at an earlier point in development.
A final point emphasized by this study is that, although there is clearly an important genetic contribution to LI, we should not overlook the role of the environment. On one of our comprehension tests, TROG, there was evidence that poor auditory processing, as indexed by ART, did exert an independent influence. This suggests that although genes are the principal factor determining which children are at risk for LI, the severity of expression of that risk may be modulated by the child's auditory processing skills, which are principally determined by environmental factors. 
